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"Five degrees right rudder"

"Five degrees right, aye"

"Two thirds speed"

"Two thirds aye"

"Answering two thirds"

"Meet her"

"Meet her aye"

"All back one third"

"Answering all back one third"
Contribution from Dex
From Joe Roche:

Like us, Dex (aka the “After Battery Rat”) is spending
his watch in the Conn this issue. It was absolutely
fantastic having Dex at our reunion this last May—to
hear him reminisce—remind us of the “old days”
aboard the boat. Just listening to him or reading
writings such as this one almost brings the smell back.

Joe



AUTO DEATHS continued from page 1

"All stop"

"Answering all stop"

"Five degrees right rudder"

"Five degrees right aye"

"All ahead one third"

"Answering ahead one third"
"Shift your rudder... All stop"

"Shifting rudder... Answering all stop"

"Rudder amidships"

"Rudder amidships"

All that in two minutes.

     On firing runs, the barrel got real crowded. It seemed like everybody and his brother was crammed into
the place. It was very entertaining to watch officers and Quartermasters stepping on each others toes, and
yelling, "Gahdammit quit dunking the scope!" to the poor bastards on the planes.

     Being a planesman fighting surface turbulence on a torpedo firing run is no picnic either. You get yelled
at a lot. If you've ever sat on a hard locker spending an hour looking at a stupid gauge the diameter of an
oil drum head... Watching an eight-inch needle and trying to keep 311 ft of obstinate pig iron within one
foot of your ordered depth... Then you've had a preview of what kind of activity takes place in the basement
of Hell.

     But there were lazy nights in the barrel... Night steaming on a balmy summer night. The O.D. didn't give
a damn if the helmsman gave him a snake wake, just as long as you didn't run the damn thing off the edge
of the earth. Running the old gal three and three... Drinking hot coffee and bullshitting with the
Quartermaster and the Radarman. Sure, it got better than that, but those times involved beer and
something with painted toenails.
OK – got the painted toenails…. Where’s the beer?  - Joe


